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spotted
The zebra puzzle
The zebra puzzle is one of the best known logic puzzles. Its invention is
sometimes attributed to Albert Einstein. The objective of this “spotted” version
(we’ve simply substituted more interesting categories) is to match these
5 characters
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with their 5 corresponding characteristics using deductive reasoning. Each
lives in a particular colored house…the 5 coolest one-word crayola colors!
Each has caught one of the 5 fastest animals for a pet, each will soon be
traveling to one of the world’s 5 largest cities, and each character is rooting for
one of the 5 most winningest World Cup teams. Can you solve the puzzle?
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There are five houses.
Little Miss Sunshine lives in the shamrock house.
Mr. Sneeze is going to Tokyo.
A lion is trapped under the mauvelous house.
Mr. Impossible trapped a pronghorn antelope.
The mauvelous house is just to the right of the tumbleweed
house.
The Brazilian fan is going to Mexico City.
The Italian fan lives in the inchworm house.
A blue wildebeest is trapped under the middle house.
Little Miss Whoops lives in the first house.
The German fan lives in the house next to the one going to
Mumbai.
The Italian fan lives in a house next to a house where the
one going to Sao Paulo lives.
The Argentinian fan trapped a springbok (a type of gazelle.)
Mr.
Mr. Messy is an Argentinian fan (…of course!)
Little Miss Whoops lives next to the periwinkle house.
QUESTION:
QUESTION Who will be traveling to New York City???
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MichaelMichaelangelo!

A = Kan
B = Guttenberg
MF
C = Odalisque
D = Tropicana
E = Simson
F = Isla Bella
G = Hood
Ornament

Between 1508 and 1512, Michaelangelo
painted 12,000 square feet of the Sistine
Chapel ceiling. (The rest of the church’s
interior is decorated with the art of other great
masters such as Raphael, Bernini, and
Botticelli.) Of the Sixteen Sistene pieces
shown to the right, can you guess which four
are ceiling pieces? (Hint: There is only one in
each row.) You can look for the answer at the
vatican’s virtual website
http://www.vatican.va/various/cappelle/sistina_vr/index.html

H = Fontanesi
I = FK Chain
J=
Transuranium
K = Mistress
L = Diamond
Dreams
M = Bifur

N = Labyrinth
O = Buttons &
Patches
P = Happy
Days
Q = Myque
R = Ice Age
S = New
Facebook

T = Alien Crop
Circles
U = Confessions
V = Alexandra
W = Quaker
Shade
X = Schematic
Y = Sable
Z = Spinstee

